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C o n k e r 
 

 Cabinet-maker, could you craft me a conker? 

 Oil its wood, burnish its veneer, set it glowing from within? 
 

 Never. Not a chance. No hope at all. 
 

 King, then, could you command me a conker? 

    Compel its green spikes to grow, its white plush 
    to thicken?  Impossible.  Impractible.  Inconceivable. 
 

 Engineer, surely you could design me a conker? 

    Refine its form, mill its curves and edges? 
    Manufacture me that magic carpet? 
    Unfeasible.  Unworkable.  Unimaginable. 
 

 Realize this (said the Cabinet-maker, the King and 

    the Engineer together), conker cannot be made, 
    however you ask it, whatever word or tool you use, 
    regardless of decree. Only one thing can conjure 
    conker – and that thing is tree.    
                                                                                                                  Robert Macfarlane 



 
 

This poem and illustration are from The Lost Words, 
A Spell Book by Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris. 

 
 Once upon a time, words began to vanish from the language of children.  
They disappeared so quietly that at first almost no one noticed – fading away like 
water on a stone. The words were those that children used to name the natural world 
around them: acorn, adder, bramble, conker – gone! Fern, feather, kingfisher, otter, 
raven, willow, wren… all of them gone! 
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